ARCHITECTURE,
ADVERTISING &
AUTOMOBILES
We shape our buildings; thereafter they shape us.
–Winston Churchill
The ultimate goal of the architect... is to create a paradise. Every house, every product
of architecture... should be a fruit of our endeavour to build an earthly paradise for people.
–Alvar Aalto
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INTRODUCTION
We can do so much better in our politics—architecture as ‘exhibit A’ of our abilities to be EXCELLENT.

What’s the future of architecture? A great place to learn is to study history and trends, and going to see
state of the art hospitals, hotels, schools, churches, homes and especially skyscrapers.
See: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eiwtpZAN5Zs
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2mxocMgUrvo
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9DJr8QwgLEA
See also: My three-level see-through mountain house, float house, accordion house and clear cliff pool

The architect must be a prophet... a prophet in the true sense of the term...
if he can't see at least ten years ahead don't call him an architect. –Frank Lloyd Wright

(University of Illinois, 2006)

ARCHITECTURE ARCHIVES
Any American architecture student is welcome to borrow our extensive display of ideagenerating research and pictures, but only by means where none can be ‘misplaced.’
Description
1. Notebooks full of Xeroxed images in these categories: Homes, buildings, famous architects, history,
design styles, materials, symbolism & dictionary

2. Pictorial calendars of the world’s finest buildings and skyscapes

3-4. Classic texts to learn shapes and styles (can software now create all possible unique shapes?)
Architecture: From Prehistory to Post-Modernism, by Trachtenburg and Hyman
Architectural Graphics, by Francis Ching
Architecture: A Visual History, by James Neal
Pictorial Encyclopedia of Historic Architectural Plans, Details and Elements, by John Theodore Haneman
Illustrated Dictionary of Architecture, by Ernest Burden
Architecture For Dummies, by Deborah Dietsch
A Concise Glossary of Architectural Terms, by John Henry Parker

Architecture: Form Shape & Order, by Francis Ching

4. Samples of my shapes research and practicing

5-6. Photos of good residential architecture (mainly Houston and Dallas)

7-8. Samples of residential architecture magazines (and floor plans)

9. Samples of home builder brochures

10. My 7 cassettes full of music snippets

JOB OFFERS?
UNTIL SUCH TIME AS I AM ALLOWED TO PURSUE MY TRUE PASSION—POLITICS—I
WOULD BE HAPPY TO CONSIDER PROFESSIONAL FREELANCE OPPORTUNITIES IN THE AREAS
OF:

•
•
•

Product Design (R & D)
Architecture Design (Let’s Build my Float Building, Cliff
Pool, See-Through House & Expandable House)
Business Consulting (Strategy, Increasing Sales, Efficiency &/or
Solving Problems)

PLEASE REVIEW THE TABS ON INNOVATION & ARCHITECTURE TO REVIEW MY
CREDENTIALS (AS WELL AS THE OVER 4,500 NEW PRODUCT IDEAS THROUGHOUT OUR
THREE BOOKS), & CONTACT US. THANKS.

JAMES MERONEY
FREELANCE DESIGNER (& BUSINESS CONSULTANT)
EXPERIENCE
Fortune 500 Management Consultant (for a Big Four Consulting Firm), Houston, TX
Managing Attorney, Houston, TX
Advertising Executive, Houston, TX
Business Development Executive, Plano, TX

EDUCATION
MBA/JD, Texas Tech University
M.Div., Southwestern Seminary
BBA, Baylor University
* Graduate Architecture studies at University of Illinois, Texas A & M and University of Houston

MORE DETAILS AT:

Innovation Inspiration (& Enthusiasm)
(In Spirit-ration & en Theos—in God—ism; Cf.: Ecc. 1:9)

(Even good ideas from “nature” ultimately come from nature’s God; Cf.: Jas. 1:17)

Do you see BOTH the old and young women?

Special LOVE goes out to my Texas hometown(s):

Special THANKS to the Graduate Architecture programs at:

Thanks also to Houston’s Mr. Skidmore for an inspiring architecture interview.

See also: Sunken houses (constant 60 degrees), hay-walled AZ home, Inside walking bridge (Champaign, IL),
2-way mirrored shower (Hawaii), Ferris wheel atop skyscraper, extended tennis court, and find natural
art lines and proportions in beautiful women, handsome men, and a Google search of “famous
scenery.”

ARCHITECTURE STIMULATOR
An insightful graduate architecture professor of design at Texas A & M University once used a brilliant
method for elucidating the core concept of given structures. His computer-generated slide show showed many
buildings (and houses), visible in rapid succession (1-3 seconds each), and asked the students to write down one
word depictions/summaries of what we saw in each slide. Following is my list, to give the gist of possible design
concepts (alphabetized for ease of read):
Adaptive
Eclectic
Inverse
Pure
Spiked/Pointed
Aerial
Education
Island
Pyramid
Spiny
Aging
Eggs
Jagged
Queen
Split
Angle
Elevated
Jump
Rain
Stable
Arched
Empty
Jut
Raised
Stain
Arranged/Orchestrate Entrance
L shape
Ramp
Stakes
Art
Epcot Center
Landscape
Random
Stationary
Ascend
Eternity
Layered
Reflect
Steel
Balcony
Ethereal
Lean/Prop
Religion/Sacred
Steeple
Balloon
Extrude
Legacy
Reputation
Stellar
Base
Eye
Letters
Rhythmic
Sterile
Beam
Façade
Levels
Ridge
Stilts
Blur
Fireplace
Lobby
Right angled
Structure
Bow/Curve
Flags
Loft
Rings/Spiral
Studious
Box
Float
Logs
Risk
Sunshine
Bright
Flow
Lookout
Rocks
Suspended
Bubble
Flowers
Looped
Rod
Tall
Bugs/Organic
Fly
Machine
Rough
Tension
Bullet
Fog
Metal
Round
Tent
Burn
Form
Mist
Rudders
Theater
Cables/Tension
Foundation
Modern
Rugged
Thin
Clean
Function
Monument
Rust
Tight
Cliff
Funky/Strange
Mosaic
Saber/Laser
Tilt
Closed
Futuristic
Mountain
Scenery
Together/Separate
Color
Gaping hole
Movement
Sculpture
Top heavy
Column
Gehry/Broken
Narrow
Secretive
Tower
Comfort
Geometry
Nature
Secure
Tradition
Combination
Glass
New
See through
Train station
Complex
Glass ceiling
Night
Sex
Trees/Linear
Concave
Glow
Nowhere
Shadowed
Triangle
Concrete
Gradated
Oblong/Askew
Sharp
Turn
Construction
Growing
Opaque
Shear
Twin
Contrast
Halls
Open
Shell
Underground
Corner
Hanging
Open air
Shine
Uniform
Corral
Happy
Opening
Shopping
Unique
Courtyard
Hatch
Organized
Short
Unit
Cove
Heavy on light
Outline
Silent
Up
Covered
High
Overhang
Simple
Uplighting
Cow
Hope/Uplift
Painting/Neon
Skeleton
Vented
Crater
Horizontal
Pattern
Skin (off)
Vertical
Crossing/X
Horseshoe
Pensive
Skylight
View
Danger
Huge
Plain
Slant
Walking
Daylight
Hypnotic
Pleasing
Slide
Walkway
Detail
Image/Cube
Pod
Smooth
Walls

Disjunctive
Divergent
Dock
Domestic
Ducks
Dynamic

Incline
Increasing
Indent
Industrial
Inhale
Intricate

Pole
Polygon
Pool blue
Power
Pre-formed/Round
Protrude/Bulge

Solid/Mass
Solution
Sparse
Specific
Sphere
Spider web

Waterfall
Window
Window-less
Y frame
Yellow light
Zig Zag

COMPOSITION CHECKLIST
Architects can be involved in the design function of any of the following:
Schools, churches, hotels, airports, restaurants, sky scrapers, high rises, apartments, condominiums, office
buildings, government buildings, sports stadiums, hospitals, museums, universities, factories, warehouses, parking
garages, retail strip centers, malls, corporate headquarters, homes, furniture, etc. Part of the success of their end
product is how skillfully they apply some of the following design techniques:
1. Axis
2. Background/Foreground
3. Balanced
4. Brightness
5. Circulation (movement thru space, approach, entrance, path configuration, path-space relationships)
6. Color
7. Communicative: Clear vs. Vague
8. Completeness
9. Continuity
10. Contrast
11. Curves
12. Datum (line, plane, volume or reference to which other elements relate)
13. Dynamic (cf.: Interesting)
14. Form (articulation of; additive, subtractive, centralized, linear, radial, clustered, grid)
15. Framing
16. Gaps/Spacing
17. Grouping
18. Hierarchy
19. Horizontal/Vertical
20. Interlocking
21. Intensity
22. Line (Direction)
23. Movement
24. Openings (in space-defining elements, within planes, at corners and between planes)
25. Order/Sequence/Organization
26. Pattern
27. Perspective
28. Planes (L and U-shaped, parallel and closed; base, elevated, depressed, overhead, openings between planes,
degree of enclosure)
29. Point (Position)
30. Position in Space/on Plane (3-D)
31. Precision

32. Proportion
33. Random/Reason
34. Relations of Elements
35. Repetition
36. Rhythm
37. Rotation
38. Scale (visual and human)
39. Shadows
40. Shape/Form (primary and irregular shapes, edges and corners, collision of geometry, surfaces articulation)
41. Simplicity
42. Size
43. Space (spatial relationships, interlocking, adjacent, space within a space, common linked, etc.)
44. Subtlety
45. Symmetry
46. Tension and Interplay
47. Texture
48. Transformation (dimensional)
49. Transparency
50. Variety
51. Weight (Plane)
Sources: Weiling He, Ching’s Architecture: Form, Space and Order; Languages of Vision

FAMOUS ARCHITECTS
Architecture schools vary somewhat on which architects to study (i.e., to receive inspiration and ideas), but
most agree that the following are staples of the profession:
Santiago Calatrava
Le Corbusier
Norman Foster
Buckminster Fuller
Antoni Gaudi
Frank Gehry
Michael Graves
Walter Gropius
Philip Johnson
Louis Khan
Rem Koolhaas
Richard Meier
Ludwig Mies van der Rohe
Renzo Piano
Richard Rogers
Louis Henry Sullivan
Robert Venturi
Frank Lloyd Wright
Other.
Tadao Ando. Alvar Aalto. Mario Botta. Herzog & DeMeuron.
Zaha Hadid. Bernard Maybeck. Jean Nouvel. Cesar Pelli.
See also:
Pictorial Encyclopedia of Historic Architectural Plans, Details and Elements, by John Theodore Haneman
Architect.architecture.sk
Wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_architects
Architectural Digest, Architectural Record, Architectural Review, and the AIA Journal.
How We Invented the World: Skyscrapers. (Discovery channel)
12 Buildings That Shaped America. (PBS.com)
Often, the best way to get new (and good) architectural ideas is to look at architectural ideas already in existence.
The pictures presented on this website depict many of the most famous structures.
Feel free to contact us to also reference our seven (thick) notebooks of architectural design ideas
(and a list of at least 80 more unique architects who may not make the established lists)

ART HISTORY
1. Early Art

I. Romanesque—Giotto (1267-1377)
(
= sub-category)
II. Gothic ( ~1100-1500)
III. Renaissance (Florence, Italy)
A. Early Renaissance (1350-1492)—Donatello (1386-1466)
Masaccio (1401-1428)
Botticelli (1445-1510)
B. High Renaissance (1492-1517)—Leonardo da Vinci (1452-1519)
Michelangelo (1475-1574)
Raphael (1483-1520)
Titian (1488-1576)
IV. Mannerism)—Jacopo Carucci (Pontormo; 1494-1557)
Tintoretto (Jacopo Robusti/El Greco/the Greek; 1541-1614)
Michelangelo Merisi (Caravaggio; 1571-1610)
V. Baroque (1700’s)—Artemisia Gentileschi (1593-1653)
Diego Velazquez (1599-1660)
Peter Paul Rubens (1577-1640)
Rembrandt Harmenzoon van Rijn (1606-1669)
Frans Hals (1582-1666)
Jan Vermeer (1632-1675)
VI. Rococo —Thomas Gainsborough (1727-1788)
Jean-Honore Fragonard (1732-1806)
Elisabeth-Louise Vigee Le Brun (1755-1842)

2. Post-Reformation Art

I. Neoclassical—Jacques-Louis David (1748-1825)
John Singleton Copley (1738-1815)
II. Romanticism—Francisco Goya (1746-1828)
Theodore Gericault (1791-1824)
Joseph Mallord William Turner (1775-1851)
Camille Corot (1796-1875)

3. Modern Art

I. Realism—Gustave Courbet (1819-1877)
Edouard Manet (1832-1883)
II. Impressionists—Pierre-Auguste Renoir (1841-1919)
(Alexandre Gustave Eiffel; 1832-1923)
Berthe Morisot (1841-1895)
Claude Monet (1840-1926)
Edgar Degas (French) (1834-1917)
Francois-Auguste Rene Rodin (1840-1970)
III. Post-Impressionists—Vincent Willem van Gogh (1853-1890)
Georges-Pierre Seurat (1851-1891)
Paul Cézanne (1839-1906)
Eugene Henri Paul Gauguin (1848-1903)
IV. Symbolism—Paul Serusier (1864-1927)
Jean-Edouard Vuillard (1868-1940)
Odilon Redon (1840-1916)
Gustav Klimt (1862-1918)

4. Twentieth Century Art

I. Expressionism—Henri Mattise (Fauve Expressionist; 1869-1954)
Emil Nolde (1867-1956)
Wassily Kandinsky (1866-1944)
Constantine Brancusi (1876-1957)
II. Abstract Art—Pablo Ruiz y Picasso (1881-1973)
III. Cubist Expressionism (& Collage)—Georges Braque (1882-1963)
IV. Fantasy Art—Marc Chagall (Surrealist; 1887-1985)
Salvador Dali (Extreme Surrealist; 1904-1989)
V. Pop Art—Jasper Johns (1930+)
Andy Warhol (1928-1987)
Roy Lichtenstein (1923-1997)
VI. Photography—Louis-Jacques-Mande Daguerre (1787-1851)
Mathew Brady (1823-1896)
Alfred Stieglitz (1864-1946)
Ansel Easton Adams (1902-1984)
VII. Film—Steven Spielberg (1946- )
George Lucas (1944- )
Adapted from: Art History (Semester 2; LearnAPI.com)

Where does our sense of aesthetic beauty come from?
Common consensus? Universal? Nature? God?

EARTH

FUTURISTIC VEHICLES
As America faces challenges about her future, imagine how GOOD things could be…

See also: Our 1988 ‘bubble’-shaped car, whose design retains its structure from all angles
Source: Google Images

CAR SHAPES
Note: Using our innovation method of “looks-like,” compare “natural-shaped” lines to those of the most beautiful
women (art on four wheels), and see the “shark” silhouette in earlier Camaro (come-arrow) models (among other
images on different cars), as examples of what I will refer to as subliminal advertising in design (and possibly one
reason why we love them so much), possibly also how John the Apostle viewed our day/era (Ex.: the book of
Revelation; Cf.: stealth bomber’s ‘bat’-like shape/look). Also see historic trend from boxy to slanted to curvy to
egg/bubble shapes (primarily from science’s wind-resilient aerodynamic studies).
Examples:

See also: Our 1988 car design attempting to have the same shape/silhouette from all angles. Also search Google
Images’ concept cars, and note my also design-talented son’s comparison of the Barracuda, figuratively and
literally:

IDEAS INSPIRATION

Cobra Mustang

Mustang

Lamborghini

Camaro

SHAPES HISTORY

Source: Webster’s New Twentieth Century Dictionary, by Noah Webster (World Publishing Company: NY),
1973 (Note the general move from boxy to circular to triangular/slanted, to curved)

PERSONAL HISTORY
Evidence (below) of my multi-decades long involvement in new car design, and tribute to Roger Peterson
(best freehand doodler I ever personally knew) and Glynn Witte (RIP), Edison Junior High, Champaign, IL,
(1972-1974). If any automobile manufacturing company’s design team could use the freelance services of one
with proven innovative design ideas, I am available!

OTHER BOOKS BY THE AUTHOR
We welcome you to inform yourself on some of the most important subjects of life–Religion,
Politics, Business & Innovation. With that aim in mind, feel free to check out any of these helpful reads:
• Wit & Wisdom: Don’t Speak About Politics or Religion (A Voter’s Manifesto)
Our blockbuster live-tweeted book, that significantly changed American politics and Christianity from 2014
to 2018 (and which many of the world’s VIP’s have already seen written, and warmly received).
• Dumb as a Donkey, Fat as an Elephant: Common Ground Through Common Sense for the
Common Good
Over 2,000 unique, new products ideas inside–FREE!
Our landmark book on how “We the people’ can change Washington for the good (and to do good, both in
policies and practice), using common sense to secure unifying solutions, efficiently and within budget.
• The Way Things Ought To Be: A Global Vision for a Better World
Over 500 unique, new products ideas inside–FREE!
Common sense solutions to most of the world’s problems, both globally and domestically.
• Building a Billionaire Business: Proven Principles to Propel Profits
Over 500 unique, new products ideas inside–FREE!
Business and economy improvement primer, as well as aiding consumers and employees in maximizing their
dollars earned and spent.
• Design Your Future: Innovation Strategies for the 21st Century
The ‘magic’ behind our over 4,700+ new product ideas (strewn throughout four books) is explained, including
the best speech EVER to inspire and teach anyone (and any business) to become profitably innovative.
• Practical Prophecy for an Unsuspecting World
Over 500 unique, new products ideas inside–FREE!
Anyone interested in knowing the basics of coming/future world events will get simple explanations, as well
as relevant predictions and trend analyses concerning prophecy timing.
• Advanced Prophecy Handbook
A more scholarly summary of most prophecy questions, including an encyclopedic covering of issues from
A to Z, timetable and event detail explanations, etc.
• Idioms for Innovators & Immigrants
Anyone desiring to understand (or appeal to) America’s pop culture, advertising and values, thousands of
common expressions we use in everyday expression are defined in common usage.
• The Gospel According to God
The most thorough, Bible-based treatise on what it takes for a person to go to Heaven. Documenting and
critiquing the two major views of the historic Lordship Salvation vs. Saviorhood Salvation controversy.
• New Testament Color Charts
These charts graphically explain the meaning and layout of God’s latest Testament, using pictures, colors
and text. It allows an easy understanding of context and perspective when studying the Bible.
•

Architecture Aficionado: How Anyone Can be Inspired to Admire (and Create) Architecture
For an excellent summary of the most important topics of the Bible (which recently turned around
a leading U.S. mega church), see our FREE web site, www.WillYouLiveForever.org
For a broad treatment of common sense, common ground solutions to politics-as-usual,
see our FREE website, www.AmericanAnswers.org

ADVERTISING
With over 10 years advertising experience, and proven creative ability in all our published works, if any
New York (or elsewhere) advertising firm could use a freelance ideas man, I am available. As a clear
example of how our society has moved to pics over text, please consider the following and honestly answer the
question, “which ad more interests you?” Beautiful women, both, and they both depict over- and underverbalizing in messages (I’m not even sure what the darker ad is selling, nor is everything in the ad necessarily in
good, moral taste, but I am sure interested). However, white space and getting attention are major keys (prioritized
balance). As my buddy at OfficeMax (who scanned them for me) said, that’s like reading the Yellow Pages, and a
magazine ad for the back or that I’d skim past. Fully accurate prose, I’m sure, but examples of too much and too
little vs. just right.

For more tips on effective advertising, and how it can make your business grow, see our book, Building a
Billionaire Business. For information on MOTIVATING responses to your advertising and product or service, see
our advertising section in Dumb as a Donkey, Fat as an Elephant, as well as our free information on motivation
at willYouLiveForever.org (Search: “Biblical Motivation”).

MOTIVATION: Why We Buy
(or Why Ads Sell & Are Effective)
As a gift to another. As an escape. As part of a collection. Babies. Bandwagon (everyone’s doing it).
Because it looks good. Because we can (to prove so). Because we got tricked, suckered or scammed/lied to.
Because we have unused credit. Because we’ve had a bad day. Celebrities or heroes use it.
Compulsion/have to. Desire/want to. Education. Empathy. Envy. Fear. For an upgrade from the past. For
fun. For relaxation. For self realization. Guilt. It’s on sale. It smells good. It sounds good. It was
convenient to buy. It’s green (‘saves’ the earth). Legally required to (rare). Limited time offer (urgency).
Low price, or bargain. Necessity. Nostalgia. Peer pressure. Pride. Puppies and small animals. Rare,
unique item. Revenge. Self expression. Sex. Spontaneous purchase (impulse buying). Taking up a
challenge (or dare). To be among the first. To be unique. To comfort ourselves (Ex.: ‘comfort foods). To
express independence. To feel good about ourselves (self esteem). To fix a problem. To get in shape. To
help others. To impress others. To keep up with the Jones’ (status/prestige). To look smart. To make a
political statement. To make a religious statement. To make money off it (i.e., re-sell or use in business).
To save energy exertion/effort. To save money. To save time. To seem modern, hip, to be cool. To show
off to strangers (or friends and family). To use it or lose it. Upward mobility. We ‘deserve’ it. We like the
sales person (or his show). We liked the company’s ad. Etc.
For more on Motivation (to get customers to buy your products, or improve employee productivity),
See: Our book, Building a Billionaire Business.

ADVERTISING METHODOLOGY
With advertising becoming more entertaining and ubiquitous, the following abbreviated list of subjects
for future ads is given for the benefit of both business and the consuming public.

Types of ads (list):
Q&A
Sarcasm
Humor
Extreme/exaggeration
Opposite/lie vs.
facts
Imitation of famous person
Style: country, rap, etc. (genre)
Testimonial
Facts
spewing
Trivia contest
Historical event (incl. TV, movies)
Make a wish/dream
Famous
rock song intro or background
Family problems
Re-word famous songs
Purposely
misunderstand
Play on words
Top 10 reasons to/not to (down objections)
Craziness (“saves
you money”)
Song jingle
Mission statement
Other country or cultural scene/setting
Props
Stunt man (Guinness Book ex.)
Alternatives (old hat)—bandwagon effect
Your life experiences
(Seinfeld ex.)
Two people dialoguing (butter)
Rhymes (bigger the burger the better the burger)
Ventriloquist
Mime
juggler
auctioneer (legal boilerplate)
Sports
News
Driving
Youth events as a kid (ex.: retro songs and games and products)
Famous endorsements
Cowboy
Inspirational music
Famous 1-liners or quotes (and re-do them)
Personal self-talk thoughts
Others’ viewpoint on your actions
Heal!—Evangelists (mockery)
Pep rally MLM
Salesmen
(ex.: car sales yeller)
Perfect state impossible products
How our products and lifestyle will look
looking back 50 years
Stand-up comics
Kooky streaker song
Opposites: first/second; up vs.
down
Stuffy, rich, uppity British guy
Mock TV shows (Nanny+)
Ballerina
State a fact and
apply to a company
Cosby Show kids’ thoughts on life
Cynics, doubters and negative people
Corny, homespun song
Imitate others’ commercials
The way we spoke, dressed in an era (ex.:
70’s)
Disney
President
Parody
Christmas (holidays)
Repeat company name or phone
number
CEO decision (perspectives) scenario
Babies
Baby pets
Diaper duty
Religion
Breaking news
Tragedies
USA nationalism
Politics image
Natural scenes—mountain,
caverns, caves, volcano
Sex sells
Decision-making thought process spoken aloud
What if
(what could be—imagination)
Change a word (ex.: fabric-gate)
Bum
Airplane
Vacation
setting
It could be worse/worst-case scenario
Rules/tips of the industry (Shell Answer Man, Baker
Mortgage)
Double entendre
Sexual innuendo/overtones
Psychiatrist interviewing you
Wife-hubby spat over little things
Mountain out of a molehill
Poem
Slogan
Famous book
tied in
Snow ski
Pfaltzgraff non meeting of the minds
Technology
See yourself doing
something
Memory
Zany—furniture buzz saw
Old folks’ problems and negatives
Agedate people’s faces (transformation)
Baby’s view of life
How people can misunderstand your words
People types—valley girls (etc.)
If product had been made
If product had existed in a different age
(or setting)
Objections of a fool
Old school spoofs, Etc. (study effective old ads on-line to see what
methods they use to get your attention.
This boy needs a job. Try him out, and see what he can
do!

For more on Advertising (i.e., information, analysis and practical examples),
See: Our book, Building Billionaire Businesses.
And for great idea-generating methods for advertising, comedy (and even music and architecture),
don’t miss our FIGURES OF SPEECH subject in our IDIOMS section.

ADVERTISING APPLICATION:
Idioms & Figures of Speech Quiz
The sole purpose of business is service. The sole purpose of advertising is explaining the service which
business renders. –Leo Burnett
Advertising is the ability to sense, interpret... to put the very heart throbs of a business into
type, paper and ink. –Leo Burnett

As you read this small list I grabbed off 2 hours of TV watching, note what techniques, idioms and
figures of speech they are using to get your attention and interest (and note how wide-spread are the applications
of an advertising methodology).
Note: A list of 105 figures of speech is in our “Idioms” section.
Business:
Advil: Advil nips it in the bud. Take action take Advil.
Braum’s Ice cream: Once in a blue moon. (blue cheese bacon burger)
Butterfinger: Don’t lay a finger on my Butterfinger.
Chuck E Cheese: Where a kid can be a kid
Claritin: Be Claritin clear.
Coppertone: Stand up to blood, sweat and tears.
Fruttare: Look on the bright side.
Home Depot: More saving more doing.
Old Navy: Come fun come all.
Petco: Petco—Where the pets go.
Quilted Northern: Comfortable confident clean.
Red Lobster: We seafood differently.
Yoplait: Swapportunity.
Charities: Doing more good; Not charity but a chance. (Goodwill)
Churches: The oasis of love.
Cities: What happens in Vegas stays in Vegas.
Small business:
At ABC Pest Control these [kids] are the only pests we allow in our homes.
Stanley Steamer gets your home cleaner.
Sports teams: Step up to the plate. (Houston Astros)
State governments: Don’t mess with Texas; No pass no play.
TV shows: Deal or No Deal; Minute to win it.

COMEDY METHODOLOGY
(Study the Masters)
Vary from serious to funny to serious (i.e., drama). Self-deprecating humor. Exaggerate. Use extremes.
Politely embarrass others. Use a different and unexpected application (Ex.: Johnny Carson’s applause sign
taken to master bedroom). Insult employer’s faults (cheapness) with understatement (Ex.: NBC made me
employee of the month). Describe someone (or something) obvious, then make a switch. Use sexual
innuendo. Be real. Use double entendres. Imitate another’s most-prominent (or unique) features. Play out
stereotypes. Read into people’s actions. Think others’ thought for them. Act crazy (Ex.: Pepperidge
Farm’s Jingo’s commercial). Say what people are thinking but unwilling to say (i.e., transparency). Change
words to songs. Be real. Appeal to all generations (vs. just your own). Re-define or mis-name something.
Gutter humor. Make wacky, un-useable products. Name something for the first time (Ex.: Snigglets).
Mock something. Attribute funny motives. Balance contrasts (Ex.: old vs. young). Be straight-faced and
never laugh at your own jokes. Use different definition for the same word. Insult people who wear their
heart on their sleeves (or, as SNL did, people who act immediately after thinking of an idea; Cf.: the loud
family)—address things that are different, unique or never found in real life. Use rhyme to tell a funny story.
Make facial gestures like the animals you are hosting. Make fun of politician miscues or mis-speech. Use
looks like and sounds like. Put captions to pictures. Use news events for humor. Engage the crowd for their
talents (or pet tricks, Letterman). Speak near cussing (Ex.: Fuddruckers). Use funny names for caricatures.
Use alliterations (Ex.: I don’t give a hoot or holler). Imitate accents and how people pronounce words.
Ventriloquist humor. Mis-define (Ex.: Garfield’s ‘I resemble that remark’). Use funny-sounding words.
Combine names into funny ways (Ex.: Leno wedding announcements). Talk fast, like an auctioneer. Act
like a kid (Ex.: saying moo to a cow). Tell stories. Prank someone (i.e., practical jokes). People watch. Do
skits. Make fun of dorky TV ads. Mock what is normal. Show kids’ funny answers (Ex.: Bill Cosby).
Think out loud. Use analogies. Slap stick (Ex.: Chevy Chase). Crazed speed humor (Ex.: Robin
Williams). Show the public’s ignorance and wrong assumptions. Do the unexpected. Use plays on words.
Interview funny people. Attribute a wrong cause, wrong conclusion from facts. Go from deep to shallow
(ease tension). Build to a climax. Use cliff hangers? Pretend to do the impossible. Use logical conclusions
(Ex.: Howie Mandell had seemingly blind guy pee on lazy river riders). Funny what if’s (Ex.: remade
history, if 2 people had met, generations separated). Use historical figures. Mock celebrity mistakes. See
also:
Johnny Carson, Steve Martin, George Carlin and Eddie Murphy techniques.
Apologies to the many other experts left out.

COMEDY & FIGURES OF SPEECH:
As in acting school (I imagine), when they tell you to act like a dolphin, you start jumping and making a
noise—their most prominent features. Likewise, observe a person’s most prominent feature(s) and see if you can
find humor there. Ex.: if their hair is a mess, name then Phyllis Diller. Tie to movies, TV or songs, as these are
common and therefore relatable experiences in our culture. Here are other, well-known examples of comedy
methods applied:
Your barn door’s open (i.e., zipper).
[Yawning] Have you caught any flies today?
He [buck-toothed Reggie] looks like Mr. Ed. –The Nutty Professor
John Belushi: ‘What am I now? A zit.’ –Animal House. Looks like method.
Denial is a river in Egypt. Sounds like method.
When the garbage truck is coming, tell your kids, ‘here comes the ‘stink pot.’” Funny terms method.
You’re going the wrong way. How do they know where we’re going? He’s drunk. –Planes, trains &
Automobiles.
Nice [door] knockers. Thanks. –Young Frankenstein.
Nurse: I need to draw your blood. Patient: Great, here’s a red pencil. Mis-define method.
Self deprecating (not deficating/poo pooing on yourself) humor. Mis-speak method.
Abnormal rain—Abbie Normal. –Young Frankenstein. Mis-understand method.
Afraid not. Frayed knot (humor). Mis-hear method.
I resemble [vs. resent] that remark. –Garfield the Cat. Opposite intention method.
Steve Martin vs. Kevin Bacon NCY taxi chase and St. Louis rent-a-car parking lot scene. –Planes, Trains &
Automobiles. Comedy of Errors/Murphy’s law method.
Grumpy old men [funny, because so many do act this way when they get older. It wouldn’t have resonance if there
were no reality behind it]. Stereotype method.
Shower curtain rod salesman saying they are ivory, were worn by Diane sawyer, etc. –Planes, Trains &
Automobiles. Making fun of or Exaggeration method. [i.e., a lying sales person stereotype].
Take a picture—it lasts longer. –Planes, Trains & Automobiles [adapted from youth speak].
Eddie Murphy on Reggie’s tooth gap [field goal]. “It’s good—it’s all good.” –The Nutty Professor.
Exaggeration method.
Phone scams (Ex.: Dean and Rodge birthday scams in Houston). Play on fears &/or Circumstances method.
Cop: Do you feel your car is drivable? John Candy: Yes, yes officer. It may not be pretty but it gets
you where you want to go. –Planes, Trains & Automobiles. Self-delusion or Justification method.
What would you get if you combined Wipeout with Survivor? Hosts who could watch paint dry and still have a
comment to fill every second of air time. What if & annoyance methods.
Do the unexpected or unusual or what could never happen (for drama). Go to the extreme method.
Find your own examples of the Taboo &/or unexpected method. Ex.: Archie Bunker 1-liners.

Find your own examples of Overtly or purposely stupid method.
That’s 2/3rds of a pun—P.U. Play on words method.
You’re a real commode-ian. Pun method.
Those puppies are barking [speaking of public foot odor]. –Planes, trains & Automobiles. Analogy method.
Old as the hills and twice as dusty. Idioms method.
What if the tightrope walker had a Viagra over Niagara? Rhyme method.
ABC [Already Been Chewed] gum. Gross out method.
John Belushi falls off sorority dorm ladder. –Animal House. Gutter humor method (popular, yet likely lowest
rung of humor; hence, listed next to last).
Joke: May I Pet Your Dog? Unexpected and Wrongful Assumptions methods
For What It’s Worth…
As many of our emotional underpinnings are derived from our childhood (‘formative’/impressionable) years, I
show my age (as well as some bad taste, morally-speaking) with the following highlights of humor popular at the
time (parents beware as some are PG, at best!). Analyze and learn from them their humor methods used (likely
available on YouTube—or any remaining Blockbuster video stores):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Movies
Mel Brooks’ “Young Frankenstein” (awesome use of double entendres, among other devices)
Steve Martin’s “Planes, Planes and Automobiles” (my all-time favorite)
Eddie Murphy’s “The Nutty Professor”
Mel Brooks’ “Blazing Saddles” (dated racial stereotypes more inappropriate today)
Television
Steve Martin’s “Two Wild and Crazy Guys”
Johnny Carson (skits and monologues)
Saturday Night Live (skits and political take-offs)
Rowan and Martin Laugh-In
Dean Martin Roasts
Archie Bunker (often mis-concepts and mis-speech)
Bill Cosby (Ex.: Kids Say the Darndest Things)
Alan Funt’s “Candid camera”

Other (including record albums)
13. Cheech and Chong (sometimes risqué)
14. Richard Pryor (often crude)
15. George Carlin (often crude)
You can devise tomorrow’s humor by analyzing today and yesterday’s humor methodologies (and why they work).
Of course, execution is everything—tone, rhythm and timing, emphasis, facial and eye expressions, etc.

HOME-MADE HUMOR
You know you’re a country bumpkin when…
1. Your lawnmower is a cow named Bessie.
2. Dinner is in the back yard.
3. Road kill is a mid-day snack.
4. Your mouthwash is called Skoal (or Copenhagen)
5. Your garage is a red barn.
6. Your family couch is on the front porch.
7. All your vehicles are stockpiled in the yard.
8. Your next door neighbor lives 5 miles away.
9. You have to go to school to learn what pavement is.
10. Your family car is a tractor.
11. Air conditioning is opening the windows in the front and back of your house.
12. Your family pet is a horse.
13. A traffic jam is two horses meeting at the same time at your town’s only four way stop.
14. Your driveway is a mile long.
15. Your alarm clock says cock-a-doodle doo.
You know you’re old when…
1. Your best friends’ named Gertrude, Myrtle, Mildred, Hortence and Henrietta.
2. You have more pills to take than you have teeth.
3. They have to call the fire marshall because your birthday cake has the right number of candles on it.
4. You know what a goiter is.
5. Your idea of an enthralling conversation is discussing your physical ailments.
6. You start every sentence with “when I was your age,” or “I remember when.”
7. You repeat stories and they get longer every time.
8. Yours is the largest (and slowest) car on the road.
9. Your car blinker wears out from being left on too often.
10. Your need several yellow pages books to see over the steering wheel.
11. Your driver’s education course was taken atop a horse.
12. You get a ticket for not exceeding the minimum speed.
13. A Sharpe dog mistakes you for a potential mate.
14. Staying up late means 6 p.m.
15. The highlight of your month is Bingo (or reading the Obituary column).
Remember, old rock bands never die, they just play casino venues.

Special Thanks to co-author Hunter Meroney

MUSIC METHODOLOGY?
At least for now, this author has little interest in fully developing my nearly ten hours of cassette snippets
of future potential songs, but anyone skilled at such and interested might contact us to see what, if anything,
could be done with them. Musically-inclined people (and music aficionados) ought to enjoy the following cut-out
from a history I
found researching
architecture (by
Reebee Garafalo,

https://historyshots.com/products/rockmusic).

IF you can read this (best viewed online or in person), note how one single, significant
difference/change/variation spawned entire industries.

